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Abstract 

 

Multimedia security is very important issue for the today's internet technology because of duplication, distribution and 

exchanging if multimedia data. Digital watermarking is the method of shielding digital data in multimedia.Multimedia consist of 

image, audio, video, text, etc.  In watermarking the secret information are implanted into the original data for protecting the 

ownership rights of the multimedia data. Basically watermarking has three domains.1) Spatial domain 2) Transform domain 3) 

Wavelet domain. This paper consist Discrete Cosine Transform which is the frequency domain works on the transform 

coefficient of the image. Three different keys are generated using Triple DES algorithm.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The advent of the Internet has resulted in many new opportunities for the creation and delivery of content in digital form. 

Applications include electronic advertising, real time video and audio delivery, digital repositories and libraries, and Web 

publishing. An important issue that arises in these applications is the protection of the rights of all participants. It has been 

recognized for quite some time that current copyright laws are inadequate for dealing with digital data. One such effort that has 

been attracting increasing interest is based on digital watermarking techniques. Digital watermarking is the process of shielding 

information into digital multimedia content such that the information (which we call the watermark) can later be extracted or 

detected for a variety of purposes including copy prevention and control.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In most of the watermarking algorithms, the bits of the watermark are embedded directly on the cover image. This will make the 

task of the attacker easier to find out the positions where the watermark is present. So the positions are to be selected randomly in 

order to provide security. In the proposed method the help of cryptographic algorithm is used to find out the positions. The 

positions in the cover image to which the watermark bits is to be covered is found out by using Diffie Hellman Key Exchange 

algorithm. First of all, two keys are generated and using that key, the locations to embed are found out [1]. 

This paper presents the proposed innovative invisible and blind watermarking scheme for copyright protection of digital 

images. As the proposed digital watermarking scheme doesn’t require the original image or any of its characteristics for 

extraction, the proposed watermarking scheme is blind. The watermark data utilized is a binary image and its pixels are invisibly 

embedded into the host image for copyright protection[2]. 

Due to enhancement of information technology distribution of digital data is become very easy.  Increasing in development,  

increases security   threads of data.  It is important   issue to protect multimedia data from many attacks such as counterfeiting, 

piracy and malicious maniple. To provide solution to many attacks number of mechanism used, digital watermarking is one of 

them .Watermark-It is a label, a tag, a information container which insert into multimedia data to make original data secure from 

illegal manipulation and distribution. It can be visible or invisible. 

 Digital image watermarking uses two type of watermark. A.

1) A. Pseudo-Random Gaussian Sequence 

2) Binary Image or Grey Scale Image Watermarks [6] 

Wide spread of the Internet in the recent past has shown its impact in enhancing the growth in various fields such as in 

education, banking, commerce, medicine, military applications and many more. In the current e-health applications where 

images are stored, retrieved and transmitted over the internet, digital watermarking plays a vital role in authenticating the 
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medical images, content verification, preserving the image quality and enhancing the data security. The present paper is a 

detailed discussion on watermarking techniques that are helpful in authenticating the medical images with a survey of latest 

research in the area. This paper also studies the simulation results of watermarking and recovery of watermark on several attacks 

on different medical images [8]. 

The growth in multimedia messaging, social networks, live streaming and in other applications have increased overtime. The rise 

in the engagement of Unmanned Ariel vehicles for agricultural, surveillance and deliver services has become a debate in its 

security and engagement in today’s cyber physical space. Authentication and security between control units and these devices are 

of paramount importance. And also a fast and energy efficient algorithms are highly needed to ensure uncompromised situation 

of compunctions with these devices. Due to fictitious activities over communication channels by unauthorized users, security and 

authentication of such transmissions are needed to provide privacy, authentication and confidentiality. In this paper, we proposed 

a cryptographic encryption technique and a discrete cosine transform for encryption and compression of the transmitted 

image[9]. 

This paper contains a technique for secret communication using cryptography. It is a technique which is used to protect the 

important data. The secret message is encrypted by a block cipher based on two cryptographic algorithms, the Data Encryption 

Standard (DES) and the Triple Data Encryption Algorithm (TDEA) which may be used by Federal organizations to protect 

sensitive data. This algorithm uniquely defines the mathematical steps required to transform data into a cryptographic cipher and 

also to transforms the cipher back to the original form with block length of 128 bits and key length of 256 bits. This paper 

provides a performance comparison between the most common encryption algorithms: DES, 3DES, AES and Blowfish[11]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM: IMAGE WATERMARKING 

 
Fig. 1: Architectural Diagram 

In proposed system, first user will select cover image & whatever image user wants to watermark (hide).After that apply DCT, 

Image get compressed. Then user will enter key that is in between 8-16 characters. System generates object file of key. During 

decryption process, user should select compressed image & object file to get original plain image. 

Proposed system contents 

1) Image Encryption.(Input) 

- DCT 

Here watermark embedding   process performed. 

2) Triple DES algorithm 

    Here three times key gets encrypted. 

3) Image Decryption(Output) 

- Triple DES(Reverse process) 

- Inverse DCT 

- Watermark extraction 

Here key gets decrypted & watermark bits are removed. Finally get original image. 
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 Image Encryption. (Input) 1)

 
Fig. 2: Image encryption 

During image encryption process, two digital images required. One is cover image & whatever image user wants to watermark 

(hide). Then DCT applied to compress both images. Then to provide more security Triple DES Algorithm applied. Algorithm 

will encrypt key three times & generates object file of   key. 

a) The Discrete Cosine Transform 

The DCT is a very popular transform function used in signal processing. It transforms a signal from spatial domain to frequency 

domain. Due to good performance, it has been used in JPEG standard for image compression. DCT has been applied in many 

fields such as data compression, pattern recognition, image processing, and so on. The DCT transform and its inverse manner 

can be expressed as follows: [10] 

 
Above formulae will calculate embedding bits from image. Equation 1 is used for forward DCT during encryption. Equation 2 

is used for inverse DCT during decryption. 

 The triple DES Algorithm 2)

3DES algorithm was needed as are placement for DES due to advances in key searching. TDES uses three round message. This 

provides TDES as a strongest encryption algorithm since it is extremely hard to break 2^168 possible combinations. Another 

option is to use two different keys for the encryption algorithm. This reduces the memory requirement of keys in TDES. The 

disadvantage of this algorithm is that it is too time consuming [12]. 

A variation of DES, called Triple- DES or DES - EDE (Encrypt-Decrypt-Encrypt), uses three applications of DES and two 

independent DES keys to produce an effective key length of 168 bits. 3DES is an enhancement of DES. 

It is 64 bit block size with 192 bits key size. It comes in two flavors: One that uses three keys, and other that uses two keys. 

The plain text block P is first encrypted with a key K1, then encrypted with second key K2, and finally with third key K3, where 

K1, K2 and K3 are different from each other. 

To decrypt the cipher text C and obtain the plain text, we need to perform the operation P= DK3 (DK2 (DK1©)). But in Triple 

DES with two keys the algorithms works as follows:  

1) Encryption the plain text with key K1. Thus, we have EK1 (p).  
2) Decrypt the output of step1 above with key K2. Thus, we have DK2 (EK1 (P)).  

3) Finally, encrypt the output of step 2 again with key K1.Thus, we have EK1 (DK2 (EK1 (P))). 
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Fig. 3: Triple DES Algorithm 

 Image decryption 3)

 
Fig. 4: Image Decryption 

During decryption process, three things are required. First is watermark image , second is user key & third is a encrypted  key 

object file. In First step, triple DES algorithm required user key & key object file. In second step inverse DCT applied to get 

original image. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF IMAGE WATERMARKING 

 Graphical user interface A.

It consist of four main icons. These are Open, DCT, Triple DES, Decryption. 

 

 Image selection B.

User has to select  cover image & watermark image. 
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 Triple DES C.

User has to enter secret key in between 8-16 character. 

 

 Image Decryption D.

User should select watermark image.Then enter correct secret key & select key object file path. 

 
Advantages: 

1) Uniquely identifies the author   of copyright work. 

2) Implementation on PC platform   is possible. 

3) Embedding watermark is easy.  

4) Image tempering detection. 

Disadvantages: 

1) Watermarking doesn’t prevent image copyright but we can track down and detect ownership of copied images. 

2) Watermark vanishes if someone manipulates the image. 

3) Resizing compressing image from one file type to another may diminish the watermark and it become unreadable. 

Relevant Application: 

1) Copyright protection. 
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2) Owner identification. 

3) Content   Authentication. 

4) Proof of Ownership. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the incredible India, government proposed some projects like Digital India, make in India. As digital India consist of 

development of electronic commerce applications & online sevices. E-commerce applications like Flipcart, Amazon, Snapdeal, 

olx etc. Online sevices like online banking, online reservations of hotels, train, bus, airlines & so on. All these applications & 

services need to secure their digital images due to ubiquitous existence of intenet. So we proposed system which is Image 

watermarking Technique. This technique gives security to images along with the cryptographic technique that is Triple DES 

algorithm. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

In future we can include techniques over different type of data such as Audio, Video, Text etc. 
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